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WELCOME
Congratulations on making it into the UTAS
MBBS, and on behalf of the TUMSS team,
welcome!
You are about to embark on a lifelong career
of learning that is guaranteed to be more
challenging and more rewarding than you could
have ever imagined. Many of you are leaving
the nest for the first time, eager for a taste of
independence and excited about the endless
prospects that university will bring, some of
you will have moved overseas or interstate. No
matter where you come from, medical school is
a journey unlike any you will have experienced
before. And TUMSS is here to make your next
five years here as smooth a ride as possible.
YOUR society is here to provide you with
everything you need to get through medical
school in one piece, and as painlessly as
possible – from offering advice on how best to
study, to telling you what textbooks are worth
their price tag, to liaising on your behalf with
the School of Medicine and of course, giving
you plenty of opportunities to let your hair
down and get away from the books.
This guide is intended to help with getting
through and making the most of your first year
in medicine (and in Hobart, for those that are
new to this beautiful little city). Before you know
it, you’ll be graduating and out there saving
lives!

Aishwarya ‘Ash’ Sudhakaran
Med III
Student Welfare Officer
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YEAR 1 LEARNING
Medlets! Congratulations and welcome to
the exciting rollercoaster ride that is MBBS
at UTAS. You have all been through different
journeys to reach here and while it is hard
to craft a ‘one size fits all’ guide to thrive in
first year, I hope some of the tips and tricks
that my colleagues and I have found to have
come in handy, will do the same for you.

to be prepared beforehand to get the most out
of your sessions. Clinical examinations will be
assessed at the end of the year competencies,
which you are required to pass. Your final
grade is an accumulation of marks over the
whole year, giving you the chance to pick
up your game in second semester if you did
not do so well at the beginning of the year.

First year comprises of two semesters –
CAM101 and CAM102, which make up a full
year unit. CAM101 provides students with an
overview of all body systems with a focused
study of the skin. This is the time to experiment
with study methods and figure out what works
for you. Study groups work really well for some
as it helps you teach and learn at the same
time. Remember that your older colleagues
have been through it all before so do not be
afraid to ask for help whenever you need to.

But first year is not all about the lectures and
notes! In second semester, you will travel up
north for 5 days as part of ‘Rural Week’ and have
the opportunity to get a real taste of medicine
and if you’re lucky/sneaky enough, get your
hands on a comfy pair of scrubs at the hospitals
you will visit! And of course, there are a whole
range of events to participate in throughout
the course of the year run by TUMSS as well
as other societies that give you a chance to
get away from the books and have some fun!

The second half of the year will introduce you
to the musculoskeletal system in the mindbending experience of memorising bones,
muscles and neurovasculature. It will seem
daunting at first, but not to worry, it will all come
together after some time! CAM102 is also when
you begin dissections of cadavers and clinical
examinations on peers and start feeling like
a real med student. Dissections are a great
avenue for anatomy learning and it really helps

So study hard, be organized and try not to
leave all your revision until swotvac. But most
importantly, make friends, be active and get
involved in university life as much as you can, as
these will be some of the best years of your life!
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Linden Scholes
Med II

TO MED II AND BEYOND...
We thought it would be helpful to give you a rough idea of
what you will be in for, once you successfully complete your first
year of MBBS! So here it is in brief:
Med II

- here you will continue with your
study of systems of the body, with a focus on
the cardiovascular and respiratory systems in
the first half of the year, and progressing to the
gastrointestinal and renal systems, with a touch
of reproductive system, in second semester

year include paediatrics, surgical and medical
specialties, general practice, psychiatry, and
obstretics and gynaecology. Finally, there is an
elective at the end of fourth year that allows
the more intrepid among you to step out of
the country and experience medicine overseas.

Med III

Med V - Finally. You’ve made it! Everyone
is focussed on preparing to become an intern:
your days are spent in the hospital on a variety of
rotations including the emergency department,
surgery, general medicine, anaesthetics,
and ICU, not to mention a selective of your
choice. The year culminates in graduation
which will sneak up on you before you know it!

- This year will have a few weeks
of clinical rotation thrown into the mix to give
you a taste of hospital life. You will spend
time in the hospital around surgery, clinical
specialties, general medicine, and a stint of
primary care in the community. First semester
will also focus on neuroanatomy, so study hard!

Med IV - In years four and five of the
course you have the option to study in one
of three clinical schools: Hobart, Burnie or
Launceston. Each has their own benefits, and
everyone has an opinion of which is best, but
there’s plenty of time to make the decision
of where you will go later! Rotations in fourth

Check your UTAS email regularly for news of
scholarships, placements, conferences, or the
School of Medicine trying to get in touch. Set
up forwarding emails, if you don’t think you’ll
manage the regular login!
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TEXTBOOK
TALK
Before you rush out to buy every
textbook on the ‘required’ reading
list, have a gander at what some of
your older colleagues thought of the
books that are ‘core’ to Year 1.

TALLEY & O’CONNOR’S
CLINICAL EXAMINATION
This is the medical student bible! Talley &
O’Connor’s Clinical Examination is a must
have text for every medical student. It provides
you with everything you need to know about
history taking and clinical examination in a clear
and concise manner. The text is organized by
organ system so it is really easy to navigate,
and each chapter includes information relevant
to your first year of study, as well as the clinical
signs you’ll need to know in your future clinical
practice - this is a book that’ll keep on giving!
Talley and O’Connor will become your best
friends when you start interacting with patients,
and when OSCE assessments come around, this
tome of knowledge will be your go-to guide!
Charles Haward
Med IV
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GRAY’S ANATOMY FOR STUDENTS
Not to be confused with the American TV show; although at times throughout medicine I do wish
shows such as Scrubs and Grey’s Anatomy were on our prescribed book lists; but I guess that’s what
SWOT VAC is for...
Gray’s anatomy is a wonderful book that enhances one’s understanding of the anatomical structures
throughout the body. It divides sections based on compartments (back, abdomen) of the body
which is useful as that is how most lectures are approached and taught.
First year is choco-packed filled with anatomy and histology. Therefore on top of Derek’s fabulous
lectures, this mammoth of a book serves to enhance the theory provided in lectures but additionally
allows you to spatially understand how everything fits in the body through diagram’s and pictures.
All in all, I believe this book is one of the must-buy’s in the book list with or without Netter’s, but
just remember there are always friendly older years that can usually provide such books as a PDF
saving you some mullah
Sanith Cheriyan
Med V

NETTER’S ATLAS OF HUMAN ANATOMY
I have found Netter’s Atlas of Human Anatomy an essential text over the first two years of Med,
and easily my most helpful purchase! After spending many Saturday nights in with my copy, and
having it save me from many near breakdowns, I have what some of my non-med friends may call an
unhealthy love for old mate Frank (a book that loved needs a name right?). Unlike some other text
books I purchased as a keen, bright eyed first year that have remained untouched on my shelf, my
copy of Netter’s is looking very well loved, and since CAM102 has been used at least once a week
to prepare for anatomy pracs and dissections. Derek will often use diagrams from Netter’s in his
lecture slides and in the pracs without labels, so having a copy to refer back to is extremely helpful!
The drawings are super easy to get your head around considering how confusing anatomy can be,
and are very well labelled (and he drew them all by hand? Seriously, this guy is my idol!). Here comes
my one and only criticism; the diagrams are brightly coloured which is really helpful while you are
learning, but it is definitely worth checking out a library copy of a textbook with cadaver photos
before the exam, because it can come as a rude shock to find that nerves/arteries/veins are actually
all very similar colours not bright yellow/red/blue (how inconsiderate is that).
Verdict: Definitely worth purchasing before CAM1O2, trust me by the end of first year you will be
thinking of Frank Netter as an old friend/your saviour/the love of your life too!
Emily Doole
Med III
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GILROY’S ATLAS OF ANATOMY
Who wants to pass anatomy? You do.
Whilst not so relevant to CAM101, the acquisition of the most suitable anatomy atlas for your style of
learning is vital for success (read: survival) within the Derek-led anatomical war zone that is CAM102.
For years, it has been a battle between Netter and Gilroy for top position in the world of anatomy
atlas’s, with Netter’s easy-to-understand cartoon illustrations and helpful flashcards winning over
many a medical student. It is, however, impossible to deny that Gilroy has plenty to offer as well,
especially for those who enjoy visual learning or have developed a keen photographic memory.
With over 2200 coloured illustrations of the human body, Gilroy’s atlas presents an exceptional
representation of 3-dimensional structures, all of which are constructed remarkably without
sacrificing clarity or accuracy.Alongside these aesthetically inspiring images are easy-to-follow
tables with information on muscle origin and insertion, innervations, and vascular supply (all so
relevant for you to stay one step ahead of the tutors and their ‘pop quizzes’ in dissection labs). It
is also organised in an easily navigated fashion, moving through regions of the body in much the
same way as most of Derek’s lectures, saving you a lot of time and trouble when it comes to study.
Verdict: From the perspective of this writer, Gilroy’s atlas of anatomy is well worth its weight in
gold, and accompanied by a bit of study, should enable you to master Derek’s anatomy just like he
master’s everyone’s name (seriously, it’s scary).
Tom Strugnell
Med IV

HOT STUDY SPOTS

Hollydene House (located right beside MS1)

Clinical School Library (you can book study rooms)

Pathology Museum (located on level 3 of Clinical School)
Morris Miller Library (UTAS Sandy Bay Campus)

PRINCIPLES OF ANATOMY AND PHYSIOLOGY
Jack of all trades, master of none. Tortora and Derrickson’s Anatomy is a solid introductory text that
will be particularly useful in CAM101. It provides a basic overview of anatomical and physiological
concepts and is used as a reference in many lectures in this semester. However, Tortora falls short
of the mark when more rigorous testing of anatomy or physiology (CAM102 onwards) occurs in the
cirriculum. As Tortora also comes with a hefty price tag, I would recommend borrowing it from the
clinical library rather than purchasing it. A better investment would be a specific anatomy text such
as Gray’s and specific physiology text such as Guyton’s, as they will be used throughout the course.
Malanka Lankaputra
Med IV
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WEIR IMAGING ATLAS OF THE HUMAN BODY
Weir’s Imaging Atlas of the Human Body is an amazing collection of intricately detailed and labelled
images of every part of the body, set on smooth glossy paper heaven to the fingertips. The images
selected for the anatomy pracs and applied exams are mostly sourced from this book, so this is the
go-to resource for studying up on applied anatomy come SWOTVAC. Being an atlas, this does not
replace your anatomy textbook as it lacks any explanations or diagrams, but it still supplements
your anatomy learning very, very well. If you are seriously thinking about a future career in radiology,
then this is definitely a must-have. The detail is easily adequate. In the grand scheme of the MBBS
however, this probably isn’t worth the $70+ price tag for a new copy converting to dollars-per-hour
of use. Instead, try and get your hands on a second-hand version down to the 2nd edition (buggerall has changed), or pay the clinical library a visit.
Jeremy Yang
Med III

PATHOLOGIC BASIS OF DISEASE
If suffering from persistent headaches, you may have giant cell arteritis, or it could just be that you
are trying to understand the minefield that is first-year pathology. Robbins and Cotran’s Pathology
will aid in your comprehension - it is easily readable, organised as the lectures are*, and comes in
two sizes. The regular edition rivals small buildings in dimensions, and is extraordinarily detailed.
The pocket edition is much easier to cart between home and uni, and still contains all the information required to take you from pathologically confused to competent. Both have clear diagrams
and detailed information pertaining to the aetiology, pathogenesis and clinical presentations of
diseases.
*The pathology lecture slide information comes almost entirely from Robbins & Cotran in CAM101
and from Rubin’s Pathology in CAM102 – it might be worth working out which you and your
friends are buying so you can borrow each others’ where needed.
Verdict: This writer highly recommends purchasing the pocket edition – “little Robbins” – and
using the copies of “big Robbins” in the library if there is something you don’t understand completely.
Jack Lego
Med IV

CUI’S ATLAS OF HISTOLOGY
Cui’s Histology has been widely used by pre-clinical students as a basis for studying histology. It
compliments the UTAS lecture material given quite well utilising labelled pictures and easy language
to help decipher all the different shapes under the microscope and hopefully help you atleast LOOK
like you know your stuff (note: most medical students never really understand histology despite
studying it for 2.5 years). It isn’t a necessity but it’s a good starting point. I would recommend using
this text along with lecture material and maybe another histology text/ internet as study material.
Revadhi Chelvarajah
Med V
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MEDICAL MICROBIOLOGY
First year microbiology will initially feel quite complicated and confusing. There may be times where
you feel overwhelmed simply trying to remember the names of all the bacteria, viruses, fungi and
parasites (not to mention their epidemiology, microbiology and clinical aspects). Seems pretty
daunting huh?
Well fear not fresh medlets, Murray’s Medical Microbiology is a brilliant textbook and a useful
addition to your textbook collection. It, along with the notes provided by your excellent lecturers,
will get you through microbiology with a more than satisfactory understanding.The book provides
an extremely well structured breakdown of microbes that are pathogenic to humans, including
information about their history, epidemiology, microbiology, clinical presentations, diagnosis and
treatment options.
Overall this book is essential to all medical students, especially in your pre-clinical years when you
are repeatedly pounded with seemingly random words like Cryptococcus, Toxoplasmosis, Escheria
coli and Pseudomonas. Away from that, it also provides a great reference for clinical year students
in terms of diagnosis and management. While most students get by just fine without it, I would
recommend investing in it!
Clive Reekie
Med IV

Welcome to university, where the parties are rocking, that ID is finally legal
and working, the goon bags are pouring and...we’re all broke!
Here’s a heads up on where you can buy dirt cheap books, so you can enjoy
the sweeter things in life.
1. TUMSS SECOND-HAND BOOKSALE
This is by far the most economical place to buy books. Run through the Facebook page ‘
TUMSS Online Marketplace’, you have the opportunity to provide a new home for those once
beloved textbooks from your colleagues in years II-V. Not only is it cheaper, but you may luck out
and have extremely important points highlighted for your convenience (reminescent of Harry
Potter’s Half-Blood Prince potions book experience!)
2. BOOK DEPOSITORY
For those of you that prefer the sweet sensation of unravelling that plastic wrap and smelling the
nectar of new textbooks, this is your cheapest option. Beware, delivery can sometimes take up
to a few weeks though, so order in advance to avoid disappointment.
3.SURGIMED/CO-OP
This is the most expensive option, and is really reserved for those of you that love having brand
new textbooks and cannot take the thrill of waiting for the mailman.
Note: Surgimed is closer to Menzies and the RHH than the Co-op bookshop, and tends to be
cheaper too.
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Avant Student Membership and Indemnity Insurance

Free Avant
Travel Insurance*
When you join the Medical Defence
Organisation more doctors choose.

Your free Avant Student Membership
Package also includes:
Free Student Indemnity
Insurance Policy
Student risk education tools
and resources via Avant Risk IQ

Exclusive Student
Placement Program
Access to medico-legal
advice 24/7 in emergencies
Tailored Student e-bulletins
and online resources

Alexandra Brown
Avant member

mutual group

Your Advantage

Join Avant today
1800 128 268

avant.org.au

IMPORTANT: Professional indemnity insurance products are issued by Avant Insurance Limited, ABN 82 003 707 471, AFSL 238 765. The information
provided here is general advice only. You should consider the appropriateness of the advice having regard to your own objectives, financial situation
and needs before deciding to purchase or continuing to hold a policy with us. For full details including the terms, conditions, and exclusions that apply,
please read and consider the policy wording and PDS, which is available at avant.org.au or by contacting us on 1800 128 268. *Avant Travel Insurance
Cover is available under a Group Policy between Accident & Health International Underwriting Pty Limited ABN 26 053 335 952 and Avant Mutual Group
Limited ABN 58 123 154 898. The issuers are CGU Insurance Limited ABN 27 004 478 371 and AIA Australia Limited ABN 79 004 837 861. Travel insurance
is subject to registration with Avant prior to each trip. An excess of $250 dollars will apply to each and every claim under all sections of the policy. For full
details including the restrictions, terms, conditions and exclusions that apply, please read and consider the PDS, and Avant’s Terms and Conditions of
Travel Insurance Cover available at avant.org.au or by contacting us on 1800 128 268.
3239-01/15(0206)

PARTYING
So you’ve read all about how to be the
very best young doctor you can be – but
medical school is about far more than
working hard; it’s all about partying
harder! After weeks of pressing your
nose to the grindstone, medical
students have always practiced the
time-honoured tradition of partying
outrageously, behaving scandalously
and throwing away a few non-essential
brain cells with reckless abandon.
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To facilitate the needs of our wild
brethren, your 2015 Social VPs have
constructed a social calendar for 2015
that will delight, astound and properly
welcome our new best and brightest into
our rowdy family!
After MedCamp, you’ll all be aware of
how wild and fun Medical students can
be – with key events throughout the year
there’ll be opportunities galore to enjoy
yourselves. Costume parties, multiple
barrels and our amazing Medical Ball are
some of many events that you pencil in
for the year!
Expect to be expected at the following events at 2015:
SOCIETIES DAY – half a day off in which you get to meet and see different societies that
TUU have to offer, all whilst having a drink in your hand. Come and support your society – we
regularly have the cheapest drinks on the day!
BARRELS – we have had many successful barrels, affiliated with some of the biggest
university societies at UTAS; allowing you to meet people outside your own degree
OUR MID YEAR GRAND COSTUME PARTY - unleash your inner creativity for one of
the rowdiest events of the year! This is a night of dancing, fun, romance and (at times)
questionable judgement.
FINALLY – MEDBALL! The one night our medlets scrub up (boom), look glamorous and
dance the night away before the pointy end of the year begins.

TUMSS has lot of other events planned
for 2015 to keep you active, stimulated
and sane throughout your first year,
including Careers night, Health and
Wellbeing week and many more! This is
the 50th anniversary of TUMSS, so there
may be more surprises coming up! Along
with this there will be many FREE lunches
throughout the year so, be sure to stock
up on those deli sandwiches! Remember
Medlets – work hard, play harder!
Matt McCartney & Sanith Cheriyan
Social Vice-Presidents
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WHAT IS AMSA?
The Australian Medical Students’ Association is the peak representative body for all Australian
medical students. AMSA aims to connect, inform and represent YOU and over 17,000 other Australian medical students at 20 different universities. AMSA provides a huge amount of support to
students through a wide range of events, programs and advocacy.

EVENTS
National Convention
is the highlight of the medical student calendar
with over 1200 medical students converging on
a different city each year. AMSA National Convention is the largest student run conference
in the world, and is a MUST DO over your time
in med school. See the next page for more
information about Melbourne 2015.
National Leadership Development Seminar
is a three day event which brings together
some of the brightest minds to challenge and
develop their leadership and opinions. Each
year it takes place in Canberra at the end of
May.

Global Health Conference
aims to fulfill the desire of medical students
to discuss broader issues relevant to global
health. This year it will be held in Perth at the
start of September.
National Council
is the primary decision making body of the
association. Students from around Australia
congregate three times each year to discuss
and debate important issues relevant to students studying medicine. Each university elects
a representative to vote on these issues so that
AMSA may create policy and advocate in the
best interest of students.

Keep an eye out for event registration times throughout the year, as these usually sell out within
minutes! Have a chat with myself (David) or your Junior AMSA Representative (Mason) during
orientation or throughout the year if you have any questions and please feel free to contact me via
email at amsa@tumss.org.au.
‘Like’ AMSA at www.facebook.com/
yourAMSA to stay up to date with latest
information, events and registrations and
check out www.amsa.org.au.
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David Titchen
Med IV
AMSA Representative

AMSA NATIONAL CONVENTION MELBOURNE

JULY 5-12 2015

Every year, each of the 21 Australian and New
Zealand medical universities send a delegation
of self-nominated students to represent their university at a series of academic and social events.
Academic
World renowned speakers from across the
globe come to present personal experiences
and advice on how to shape the kind of person
and doctor you want to be. Smaller specialised
breakout sessions provide advice on financial
and career management, the opportunity to
develop surgical and procedural skills as well as
the occasional Zumba class or dodgeball session.
Sports
Sports day is where the real competitions
begin with the Emergency Medical Challenge.
As the day winds down there arises the Pipps
and Cascade cups, competitions of team
communication, reflexes and gustatory agility.
Social
After 6 months of intense and tiring first
semester and summer nowhere in sight, many
feel that 6 action packed costume parties and
a gala ball with 1700+ other partyhard medical
students is just what the doctor ordered.
Convention takes parties to the next level,
regularly adding adjuvant therapy into the mix
with features such as jumping castles, spas, foam
cannons, mechanical bulls and rollercoasters.
$$$$$
The week in total can cost around $1000 for
full registration, a big number at face value,
but when broken down equates to paying approximately $6 per hour of the 168 hours of
the week. All of which are well worth the low
fat, soy, double choc pump, vanilla latte you
are sacrificing each day this semester in favour of free instant coffee from the hospital.

So get keen, get lean and study hard
to build up the necessary emotional
frustration to justify such an investment
in your social and mental wellbeing.
Mason Habel
Med III
Junior AMSA Representative
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HOME AWAY FROM HOME

SOME TIPS ON MOVING AWAY FROM HOME AND MAKING THE MOST OF UNIVERSITY LIFE

Accommodation
1. Living at College (John Fisher, Christ, University apartments) is a great way to meet people
in your first year and party lots, of course. Also, you do not pay for electricity. The downside is
that rent is steep and during exam period, college parties and shared bathrooms can become an
inconvenience.
2. Jane Franklin Hall is fully catered and similar to college in terms of social life and offers lots of
sporting opportunities. Rent is expensive compared to other accommodation options.
3. Rental housing is cheaper although keep in mind that you will be paying for power, internet and
transport (depending on how far away it is) and sometimes furniture.
Living in a rented home
1. Your housemates will become an integral part of your life so choose wisely who you live with.
Make a chores roster so the house is clean and tidy always. A sink full of dirty dishes is not a pretty
sight after a long day of lectures (or never, for that matter).
2. Create a joint bank account for shared costs such as electricity, rent, internet and groceries.
3. Understand that everyone needs privacy. We are all human and have good and bad days.
4. Try to buy and cook food in bulk as it will save you a lot of time and money. Even if you have no
faith in your masterchef abilities, try and learn some easy, healthy recipes that you can also freeze
(trust me, your freezer will become your best bud during exam time).
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Study
1. We won’t lie – medicine is a tough course. Figure out how you study best and stick to your
learning style. Follow a study routine and revise regularly. Cramming is a bad idea!
2. Focus on the big stuff instead of getting caught up in tiny details. And don’t hesitate to ask for
help!
3. Try different study settings – studying in the library might work for your best friend but you might
prefer the creepy silence of the Path museum (refer to page 12)
It’s okay to be homesick!
1. Many first years experience some form of homesickness. It could be that you are missing your
friends and family, the familiarity and support you had when you were living at home. But remember
that there are others going through the same thing! New friendships, hobbies and mad social
events will hopefully help you embrace your new life.
2. Calling your mum is quite acceptable. Whether you’re trying to work out how to do your laundry
for the first time, set the smoke alarm off cooking your first meal, or just miss being home, nobody
will torment you for calling your parents!
Money
1. We are all kinda broke.
2. Learning to budget is essential. Try pay all your bills in advance so you know how much money
you have left to splurge on food, coffee, asos etc.
3. Working part time is definitely doable if you know how to manage your time well.
Be active!
1. Participate, participate, participate!
2. It is impossible to not make friends at uni. Attend as many events as you can and join student
societies and be involved! It is the best way to meet people and make the most of your uni life.
3. A good balance between study and social life is so important (it IS possible to have a social life
while studying medicine…sometimes)
4. And of course, EAT, EXERCISE, and SLEEP!!!
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So, you’re into Medicine!
Congratulations! From experience and
observation, I give it two weeks before
the keenest and most excited of you
realise you need a caffeine hit, to get
through the afternoon of pathology
lectures…With a huge variety of cafes
around Menzies, it can be hard to know
which places are good value, and which
are better avoided…Here, some of the
resident caffeine addicts share their
wisdom of the best coffeehouses in
Hobart!

BEAN
SCENE
COURTHOUSE
CAFE
19 LIVERPOOL ST

Courthouse Café ticks all the boxes! Located immediately opposite Menzies on the
corner of Liverpool and Campbell Streets, it
is the perfect location to nip into between
lectures when there wouldn’t be time to
go anywhere else anyway. The staff are super-friendly, the atmosphere is great (full of
Menzies students, staff and researchers), and
most importantly, the barista knows his work
– the coffee is sublime! If you’re lookinwg for
something to eat, there is a relatively cheap
range of healthy food, deep-fried goodness,
and sweet treats to sate you, whatever you’re
after. The combination of close location, and
quality caffeine, cuisine and camaraderie
between staff and customer should make
Courthouse Café your regular, as it is mine!

Jack Lego
Med IV
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VILLINO
ww
30 CRITERION ST

MON-FRI 8AM - 4.30 PM
SAT 9AM - 3PM

Whether you’re after that perfect crema on a short black, a flawless flat white or the occasional
mocha, Villino is the Dumbledore of café culture in Hobart. Tucked away on Criterion St, this place
is not your go-to for a quick coffee run in between your endless morning lectures, as you will find
yourself settling into the cosy and intimate atmosphere of this sunken shop space, and not wanting
to leave. If in a hurry though, grab a coffee from their sister hole-in-the-wall t/a ‘Ecru’ only a few
doors down. Their very friendly staff and seriously good coffee makes Villino an establishment that
rings true to its Italian name ‘small home’. And if you need more convincing, Jamie Lannister himself
has been spotted sipping a skinny latte here (yes, you read that right).
Hot tip: Try their PNG and Indonesian single origins – you will not be let down.

Ash Sudhakaran
Med III
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VILICIA
39 MURRAY ST
MON-FRI 6.30AM - 5PM
SAT 8AM - 2.30PM

After a few weeks you may find that the sharp
white walls, eccentric carpet and blinding
fluorescent lights of the Menzies ironically
become rather dull surroundings.For a change
of scenery, walk down to this zinging hub of
quality caffeine goodness located on the corner
of Murray and Collins St. As a professional
coffee drinker, my standards can be likened to
that of Kerry Vincent!
Their cappuccino had beautifully folded milk to
make for a smooth, creamy consistency. The
froth was nothing less than liquid silk! And
the mocha was pleasantly provided with an
excellent ratio of coffee to chocolate, with the
balance tipped ever so slightly in favour of the
coffee.The 7 minute walk makes for a beautiful
bout of fresh air to ward away sick building
syndrome and a dash of vitamin D - and whilst
you’re you’re there, why not chow down a piece
of that mouthwatering nutrient packed zucchini
slice?!
The benches lining the perimeter allow a
convenient space to sit with your laptop, with
the floor to ceiling windows painting a dynamic
view of the bustling streets around - bound to
give your mind a boost and put you back on
track for the rest of the afternoon!

Emily Scott
Med III

MORE PLACES FOR COFFEE:
PILGRIM (48 ARGYLE STREET)
YELLOW BERNARD (1/109 COLLINS STREET)
DOCTOR COFFEE (58 COLLINS STREET)
ARTISAN (60 LIVERPOOL STREET)
KAFE KARA (119 LIVERPOOL STREET)
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EAT AND DRINK
BARCELONA
23 SALAMANCA SQUARE
MON-TUE, THU 11AM - 10PM
WED, FRI 11AM - 1AM
SAT 9AM - 1AM
SUN 9AM - 10PM
Set in the idyllic Salamanca Place, Barcelona combines old warehouse with contemporary and is a
stand out for its extensive menus and great food. Barcelona offers inside seating with toasty wood
fires along with an outdoor patio area making it perfect for both Tassie’s warm summer and freezing
winter. On a cold winter’s night be sure to pop down for Barcelona’s $15 burger and beer night.
Not only is Barcelona good for a feed it is also a great place for drinks being well known for it’s ever
growing beer, cider and cocktail options. Late opening hours on weekends and it’s versatility make
it a great place for some classy cocktails or not-so-classy pre-town drinks. Making Barcelona even
better is its ability to help cure the hangover from the night before with a great breakfast menu on
weekends. Be sure to put this Hobart establishment on your list to visit!
Diana Taylor
Med III
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PREACHERS
5 KNOPWOOD ST
MON-THU 12 - 10.30PM
FRI-SAT 12PM - 12AM
SUN 12 - 8.30PM

Nestled into the top end of Montpelier Retreat in Battery Point lies a beer house suited to any
occasion. Preachers has a relaxed ambience with only a dash of hipster. You can escape the crowds
of Salamanca and engage your alcohol dehydrogenases with a whole world of crafted beer that will
please any palate. Many stories have been shared over the benches in the beer garden and shenanigans abound in the old Metro bus. Drinks are reasonably priced though don’t expect a can’a
Cassie-D (apologies to the English language) as you will be politely told to go elsewhere for your
vile brown fizzy water. Instead, expect quality and boutique Tasmanian and Australian beers, ciders
and other concoctions that you won’t find in many other bars. Have I mentioned the chips? Possibly
the best fried salty potato goodness also available to lengthen the boozy session. Preachers is the
perfect place to unwind on a sunny Friday afternoon after yet another week of histology overload.
Mikey Short
Med IV

MORE PLACES TO DRINK
BRUNSWICK HOTEL (67 LIVERPOOL STREET)
TELEGRAPH HOTEL (19 MORRISON STREET)
GRAPE (55 SALAMANCA PLACE)
CARGO BAR PIZZA LOUNGE (47-51 SALAMANCA PLACE)
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THE STANDARD
It’s good to occasionally let go and indulge in that ‘sometimes’ food. Should you feel the craving
for an adventurous sensation for your taste buds, then head on down to The Standard. Situated
next to Hudson’s coffee on Liverpool St, this hidden takeaway is perfect for those lazy days
when want to throw caution to the wind and just say ‘Mmmm’. Don’t be put off by the alleyway
appearance – walk down a few metres and be greeted by an open sitting space and friendly
staff. They have a decent selection of beef and chicken burgers (don’t worry, there is a veggie
burger too!) with optional crunchy chips on the side that are sure to delight. Be sure to try out
the amazing, thick and creamy shakes with flavours such as Cookies n’ Cream, Snickers and
Reese’s Pieces that will make The Standard one of your go-to burger joints. Just don’t tell Renee!

HUDSON LANE
LIVERPOOL ST
MON-SUN 11AM-10PM

Nishant Chintapalli
Med III
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THAI VEGGIE HUTT
If you’re into Thai food, you have to try this little vegetarian-magic land that’s hidden away
on Liverpool St, opposite Sush. And don’t let the name put you off. The first time I was
introduced to Thai Veggie Hutt I was tricked into ordering the “crispy duck noodles” and I
was completely fooled, thinking they were serving real meat. There’s something about their
crispy “duck skin” that crunches under your teeth, and the way their “meat” leaves fatty umami
residue on your palate—something about the whole experience that feels a little too real.
I’m not a vegetarian and I LOVE real meat, but I’d pick Thai Veggie Hutt’s faux meat over Subway or
Maccas’ meat any day. I know that’s not saying much but the food here is amazing, even if you’re one
of those people who hate veggies. Not the mention the friendly staff who will often give you extra if
you can say thank you in Thai. The price here ranges from $8-15 and the service is very quick. If you’re
coming here for the first time, I’d recommend the Veggie BBQ, green curry and crispy duck noodles.

SHOP 7 BANK ARCADE
68/70 LIVERPOOL ST
MON-SAT 11AM-4PM

Gab Dejana
Med V
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ENVIRONS
Environs - one of Hobart’s favourite hotspots for a seedy, hang-over curing breakfast. Make your
way down Kelly’s Steps to find it nestled amongst the quaint sandstone buildings reminiscent of
Battery Point. The open plan and natural light creates a relaxed atmosphere making you feel right
at home. You can enjoy a hearty savoury breakfast (did somebody say corn fritters?) inside or chug
down an original chocolate cake shake in a sunny courtyard. With a wide selection on the menu,
Environs can appease any craving. Make sure to arrive in a timely fashion or make a booking, as
Environs is always jam packed.
Candace Tran
Med V

38 WATERLOO CRESCENT
BATTERY POINT
MON-SAT 7.30AM-4PM
SUN 8AM-4PM
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MORE PLACES TO EAT
FRANK RESTAURANT (1 FRANKLIN WHARF)
SUSH (SHOP 2A, BANK ARCADE)
AMICI (310 ELIZABETH STREET)
ANNAPURNA (93 SALAMANCA PLACE)
CRITERION ST. CAFE (10 CRITERON ST)
FISH FRENZY (ELIZABETH STREET PIER)

LIFTING
By entering medicine, you have ventured into a career which will revolve not only around the
healing of the sick, but also around the promotion of healthy and engaging lifestyles for all of your
patients. With that in mind, why not walk the walk in order to most effectively talk the talk?

UNIGYM

ZAP

Located in Sandy Bay, Unigym offers
membership at $8 a week. This will get you
access to the weights and cardio gym, featuring
start of the art cardio equipment and all the pinloaded weights machines, free weights, racks
and benches, entry into any of the 80+ group
fitness classes that are run each week, access to
all facilities including squash, tennis, basketball,
futsal, badminton, netball and volleyball
courts. It hosts a massage parlour and personal
training business, so whether you’re looking to
discover your 6-pack in CX-WORX, boost your
cardiovascular fitness in Attack, shake what your
mumma gave you in Zumba or, sit on a bike and
go absolutely nowhere whilst working harder
than ever, Unigym has the power to get you
there!

Having just started out at uni, signing up to a
gym probably isn’t high on the priority list for
many of you. But in 6 weeks’ time, when the
study eating begins and you have been enjoying
the social side of uni a little too much, you may
want a place to get back in shape. For $11.95
a week with a $60 signup fee, Zap is also one
of the cheaper gyms around. The real benefit is
the 24 hour access. There are also in convenient
locations, with Liverpool St. and Collins St. both
within walking distance to uni. If you are more
of a class taker, or living in Sandy Bay, you may
be better off with Unigym, but otherwise Zap is
a great choice!

Tom Dobie
Med IV
Unigym Instructor

HOSPITAL GYM
If you are looking for the cheapest possible
membership, for access to cardio and weights
equipment, check out the RHH Staff Gym!
Membership is ridiculously cheap – only $11
a fortnight, and includes 24 hour access. They
have the essential cardio and weights machines
as well as free weights, but if you are a group
class loving person, this gym is not for you!
Ash Sudhakaran
Med III

Nick McVilly
Med III

SPORTS
TUMSS is bringing you yet another year of
exercise-induced endorphins! Get ready
to mingle in some friendly competition in
TUMSS’ sports events of the year! Some of
the events on the calendar for 2015 are Med
Netball, Med Footy, Med Soccer, Med Dodge
ball, Table tennis, Martial arts, Yoga and more!
So get involved, get your friends involved
and the entire extended family down
to watch you score some goals! Get in
touch with me if you have any questions!

Philip Rothschild
Med II
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CONTRIBUTE TO
‘THE MEDIC’

SUPPORT

‘The Medic’ is a community driven publication
that aims to inform and engage medical students
of UTAS. The key word here is “community
driven.” This means that absolutely everybody
is encouraged to contribute. We are particularly
excited to facilitate open conversations on
topics like culture in medicine, med school tips,
global health, politics, how to get your “swag”
on at Med Ball, as well as keeping you up to
date with all our events and opportunities!

Hopefully this guide has helped a little bit to
know what to expect in your first year! The
transition into the MBBS and for most of you,
university life, is a pretty big deal, but TUMSS
is here to get you through the rough patches,
and help you enjoy the smoother ones.

It won’t be all serious nor will it be all #YOLO.
It’ll be what we make it and that’s really exciting.
Article submissions, comments and feedbacks
are all very welcome at publication@tumss.
org.au. Please don’t be discouraged if you
have never written something before. (We
bet you’ve at least published a FB status
that’s gotten a few ‘likes’) We’re all ears
at ‘The Medic’ and we’re happy to help!

As you Student Welfare Officer this year, my
job is to make sure you have someone to
talk to about any problems you encounter
throughout the year and help you cope.
Whether it be to liaise with the school, help you
decide your Winter Bash costume, talk about
the new TV show you’ve become addicted
to or commiserate over the pass mark in
your Rural Week essay, I’d be happy to listen.
Seriously though, if you have any problems at all
- however trivial or daunting they may seem - do
not hesitate to emall, call or chat to me in person!
See you around!

Gab Dejanipont
Med V
Publications Officer
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Ash Sudhakaran
Med III
Student Welfare Officer

